Abstract-This paper proposes a performance model for mobile networks carrying adaptive streaming traffic. The proposed model takes into account the flow dynamics in addition to the main parameters influencing the performance of adaptive streaming, such that the presence of a playout buffer and the video bit rate limitations. We show how to compute several performance metrics like the average video bit rate, the deficit rate, defined as the probability of having an instantaneous throughput lower than the chosen video bit rate and the average buffer surplus, related to the amount of data accumulated in the buffer. Considering the coexistence of multiple services and heterogeneous radio conditions that make the exact solution intractable, we propose a simple yet accurate approximation that is easy to integrate in the operator's dimensioning tools. Our numerical results investigate the performance trade-offs between the different parameters of the adaptive streaming service.
I. INTRODUCTION
According to Cisco forecast 2013 [1] , video services will account for increasing proportion of data transmitted in future mobile networks and adaptive streaming will represent most of the video streaming services. Several implementations of adaptive streaming exist, such as Microsoft Smooth Streaming, Adobe HTTP Dynamic Streaming, Apple HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) and the MPEG Forum specified a standard Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (MPEG-DASH). In this paper, we do not look on a specific protocol implementation but rather develop a general performance model that aims at helping operators assessing the quality of service perceived by their users and properly dimensioning their networks.
In [2] , authors show typical implementations for adaptive streaming, where the video files are divided into several chunks (segments) [3] [4] and the server has several encoded versions of each chunk. At the client side, a playout buffer stores the downloaded video segments that are not yet played. Even if this buffer is of finite size, we suppose in this paper that it is able to store the whole video files and that the video chunks are downloaded by the user at the maximum achievable throughput so that the amount of buffered chunks is maximized. We also consider small chunk sizes, ensuring an instantaneous adaptation of the video bit rate to the available throughput, e.g. when the number of active flows changes in the system. A traffic flow stands for a download task such as elastic data or HTTP video streaming.
As of measures, we consider that users are satisfied if they watch the video at a high coded rate and if the video playout is smooth, i.e. the playout buffer never gets empty. The Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) that directly influence the users' Quality of Experience (QoE) are the average video bit rate observed during the video session and the starvation probability, i.e. the probability that the buffer gets empty. While our flow level model is able to compute the average video bit rate, the starvation probability computation needs a packet level analysis as it depends on the behavior of the player in terms of prefetching policy and the detailed buffer state. As our objective is to provide simple models that can be used for mobile network dimensioning purposes, we provide two KPIs that are related to the starvation probability and can be computed using the flow level modeling: the deficit rate expressed as the probability that the instantaneous user throughput is lower than the chosen video bit rate and the buffer surplus representing the average buffer variation during the video download.
Related literature
An important set of works considered flow level modeling in mobile networks. Note that a flow represents for instance a file download or a video streaming session and that it may be subject to different radio conditions due to the position of the user in the cell and to throughput variations due to the dynamics of arrivals and departures of other users. In paper [5] , a flow level model has been proposed for elastic traffic in mobile networks. This model has been extended for taking into consideration mobility in [6] and advanced radio features in [7] . Another set of works considered the performance of real time streaming services on the flow level [8] and combining flow and packet levels [9] . The integration of elastic and realtime streaming services has been considered in paper [10] that developed performance bounds for both services. This integration has been also considered in paper [11] where the streaming performance has been evaluated through the blocking rate.
The above mentioned flow level models focused on classical elastic and real time streaming services and did not consider http-like streaming with buffering. Moreover, classical performance models developed for real time and best effort services are not suitable for http-like streaming as this latter service has similarities with both types of traffic. A flow level model has been proposed in [12] for http-like streaming with infinite buffers and KPIs like starvation probability have been computed using a detailed buffer analysis. However the mentioned works are not suitable, taken apart, for evaluating the performance of http adaptive streaming. Indeed, the works that considered integration of elastic and streaming traffics were limited to real time streaming and the work about http streaming did not consider video bit rate adaptivity.
Main contribution
We first develop a flow level model for the performance of adaptive streaming taking into account the main characteristics of this service like the presence of a buffer and the video bit rate limitations. We second extend this model to consider heterogeneous radio conditions and a mix between streaming and elastic traffic We third propose and validate an approximation model to facilitate the calculation of performance metrics. Finally, we demonstrate the performance tradeoffs of different maximum video bit rates.
Paper organization
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the system and develops the flow level performance model for adaptive streaming traffic. In section III, we extends the model with the consideration of heterogeneous radio conditions and the integration of elastic and streaming services. The approximation model is introduced in section IV. In section V, numerical analysis show the validation of approximation model and the impacts of different maximum video bit rate configuration. Section VI eventually concludes the paper and discusses future work directions.
II. MODEL FOR ADAPTIVE STREAMING

A. System description
In this section, we consider a cellular network and focus on the performance of a typical cell as described in Fig. 1 . We will begin, for the ease of understanding of models, by a homogeneous radio condition where all users are supposed to see a capacity R equal to the average radio condition over the cell. Section III will show how to extend these models to multiple radio conditions and how to include elastic traffic.
Moreover, to facilitate the flow level modeling, for the streaming system configuration, we assume that each flow has an infinite buffer size so that each will not leave the system until its corresponding video is fully downloaded. During its stay in the system, each flow continuously downloads the video chunks according to the allocated resource. The streaming chunk size is assumed to be significantly small, enabling users adapting their video bit rates at any time. 
B. Markov model
We make the classical assumption that traffic flows arrive according to a Poisson process with intensity λ. We only consider adaptive streaming services in this section, the mix with other services is considered later. The video durations are assumed to be independent and exponentially distributed with mean T .
Let X(t) be the number of flows at time t. When X(t) = x, which means that there are x flows served in the system, the flow departure rate, μ(x), can be expressed as
where φ(x) stands for the physical throughput allocated to all UEs of the cell at state x and σ(x) stands for the remaining flow size at state x. As we consider an infinite buffer size at the user sides, users can profit at the maximum from the throughput allocated to them, occupying thus the whole throughput the cell offers, leading to an allocation φ(x) = R.
As of the flow size, as we consider a small chunk size and an instantaneous adaptation to the radio conditions, the video bit rate of the video at state x depends on state x only and not on the history of the system. Furthermore, as the video duration is assumed as exponential, the memoryless property can be applied and the flow size at state x is also exponentially distributed with its mean expressed as
where v(x) is the video bit rate at state x. X(t) is thus a Markov process whose transition rates depend on the video bit rate selection. We will show in the following sections how this bit rate is computed and how to derive the performance model in different scenarios of bit rate limitations.
C. No video bit rate limitation
We first assume that number of video bit rates is unlimited so that the bit rate assigned to each flow is exactly equal to the instantaneous throughput, γ(x), that the flow observes. This corresponds to an extremely adaptive streaming service where very low and very high video bit rates are allowed. Then, we have
With equation (3), the flow departure rate then can be expressed as
The system can be easily shown to have a product form and the stationary distribution is computed as:
where
and ρ = λT . The number of users in the system evolves here like real time communications as flows are always admitted in the system and the video duration is independent of the system state. Indeed, the buffer never fills as the user always watches the video with a rate equal to its available throughput, and starvation never happens as the video bit rate can go to zero without a playout interruption.
D. Video bit rate limitation
We now consider a more realistic case where minimal v min and maximal v max video bit rates are setup. However, we still assume a continuous set of video bit rates between these limits, although our model is sufficiently general to consider a discrete set. Therefore, the bit rate can be expressed as
The flow departure rate becomes
When the available throughput γ(x) = R x is larger than v max , the buffer starts filling as the download capacity is larger than the playout rate. The flow behaves thus as an elastic one as there is no limitation on the buffer size. On the other hand, when this available throughput is smaller than v min , the behavior is also elastic but with possible starvation if the buffer empties due to the constant playout rate. Between v max and v min , the flow behaves as a real time one and the buffer size remains constant. With the reversible property [13] , the stationary distribution π(x) is
where π(0) can be obtained by calculating
E. Stability condition
If v min = 0, the system is always stable as the average flow duration is always equal to T . When v min > 0, the system may become unstable for a large number of arrivals. The flow arrival rate should be smaller than the flow departure rate, leading to the following stability condition:
F. KPIs definition
To evaluate the performance of adaptive streaming service, we propose three key performance indicators, mean video bit rate, deficit rate and buffer surplus. All of them are defined based on the stationary distribution π(x).
1) Mean video bit rate: Mean video bit rate stands for the average bit rate that a flow experiences during its video watching. When mean video bit rate is high, user has a better video experience. As [13] mentioned, flows have higher probability to experience v(x) when x users exist. Therefore, by weighting the bit rate at state x with the number of flows, x, we define the overall mean video bit rate,v as
2) Deficit rate: A popular QoE indicator used to evaluate streaming performance is the starvation probability [12] . Even if starvation happens only when the video bit rate is larger than the instantaneous throughput, the latter condition is not a sufficient condition for starvation as the buffer may counteract the impact of short periods of low throughput. The computation of the starvation probability has to take into account the memory of the system by introducing the buffer size in the Markovian analysis as in [12] .
Here, we introduce and examine the performance of a metric called deficit rate. The deficit rate is equal to the probability an ongoing flow sees its instantaneous throughput lower than its chosen bit rate. As the rate adaptation is assumed to occur instantaneously in reaction to the variations of the observed throughput, the deficit rate is defined by the probability that the instantaneous throughput,
x , is smaller than v min . The overall deficit rate is defined by weighting the stationary distribution at different state x with the number of flows:
where stands for indicator function.
3) Buffer surplus:
We also introduce another performance metric called buffer surplus, which represents the average buffer variation of each flow in a second. It is calculated by weighting all the buffer variation,
, at each state x as
When γ(x) > v(x), users' buffer accumulate a certain duration of video. When γ(x) < v(x), then user starts to consume the video packets stored in the buffer, which reduces the values of average buffer surplus.
III. MODEL EXTENSION Section II proposed performance metrics for adaptive streaming and showed how to compute them when only adaptive streaming flows share the capacity. Here, we generalize the model to heterogeneous radio conditions and discuss the performance of these flows in the presence of elastic traffic. We also show how to integrate opportunistic scheduling in the model.
A. Heterogeneneous radio conditions
Based on the 3GPP LTE-A standards [14] , users with various positions have different discrete CQI (Channel Quality Indicator), for example from CQI-1 to CQI-15. Therefore, traffic flows can be separated into several classes, i ∈ {1, · · · , I}. Each class has a radio condition R i and accounts for a proportion of flow arrivals, p i , with
B. Extension to mixed services
We also consider an extended setting where streaming flows share the cell capacity with elastic flows. Therefore, the system can be represented as a network of two groups of coupled processor-sharing queues. Flows in queue e, i correspond to the elastic traffic with radio condition, R i , and flows in queue s, i correspond to the streaming ones with R i . The flow arrival rates at each queue are calculated as λ e,i = p e p i λ, λ s,i = p s p i λ and p e + p s = 1.
Applying the same concept to formulate the departure rate as equation (4), the flow departure rate of elastic and adaptive streaming services can be expressed as
where x = (x e,1 , · · · , x e,i , x s,1 , · · · , x s,i ) represents the number of flows for each service and σ is the mean flow size of elastic data. φ e,i (x) and φ s,i (x) stand for the allocated wireless resources for each class. These capacity shares can be computed as:
where |x| = i (x e,i +x s,i ). Here, the video bit rate, v i (x), is chosen depending on the instantaneous throughput as follows,
where 
C. Stability condition
We begin by assessing the stability region of the system. When the system approaches the stability limit, the video bit rate of streaming users decreases to v min . The system behaves like a system of elastic traffic. Stability holds only when the sum of offered loads for both services is less than 1, where we calculate the max system traffic intensity, λ max , as
D. KPIs definition
We extend the adaptive streaming related KPIs to general case and define a KPI for the performance of elastic traffic.
1) Mean video bit rate:
We define the overall mean video bit rate of general model,v, by summing up all the class and weighting by the flow number of each class at state x and the mean video bit rate of class i,v i as
2) Deficit rate: By using the same concept, we define the overall deficit rate of multiple class model, D and the deficit rate of class i, D i as
where is the indicator function equal to 1 when the condition is satisfied, otherwise the indicator function will become 0.
3) Buffer surplus: Same as the previous concept, we define the overall buffer surplus of multiple class model, B and the buffer surplus of class i, B i as
4) Average elastic throughput:
The average elastic throughput is chosen as the performance metric for elastic flows, withγ e andγ e,i standing for the overall metric and mean throughput for each class i,
γ e,i = x:xe,i>0
wherex e = x π(x)|x e |,x e,i = x x e,i π(x) and |x e | = i x e,i .
E. Impact of opportunistic scheduling
The capacity shares in equation (13) are computed supposing a round robin scheduling. However, we consider a channel aware scheduling. A proportional fair scheduler that operates at the fast fading time scale, as that of [15] , is assumed. In this case, when there are |x| flows that are active in the LTE cell, the throughput of a user of radio condition i that gets a proportion Φ of the cell resources is equal to ΦR i G(|x|), where G(|x|) is the opportunistic scheduling gain that depends on many parameters such as the channel model, the receiver and the Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) scheme [16] . Note that, contrary to real time streaming that does not profit from the opportunistic scheduling gain due to its stringent delay constraints, http streaming with buffering profit from this type of scheduling like elastic traffic. The performance model proposed above can thus be extended to the opportunistic scheduling case by introducing G(|x|) into the formulation of allocated resource in Eq. (13) and video bit rate in Eq. (14) . Note that, G(|x|) = 1, when round-robin scheduling is applied.
IV. APPROXIMATION
Section III introduces the general model with heterogeneous radio conditions and elastic flows. However, the complexity of solving the balance equations mentioned in Eq. (15) increases exponentially with the number of classes, making the resolution of the stationary distribution very difficult. In this section, we propose an approximation model simplifying multiple queues into two coupled processor-sharing queues for elastic and streaming flows respectively.
A. Markov model
In our approximation, we make use of the intuition indicating that the contribution of a radio class to the load of the system is proportional to the ratio of the data volume it generates to the throughput it sees:
• For elastic traffic, class-i users generate a traffic volume of λ e p i and observe a throughput of R i , their contribution to the load of the elastic traffic queue, λepi Ri , then can be used to calculate equivalent throughput R e .
• For the adaptive streaming traffic, class-i users generate a volume proportional to the video bit rate, i.e. that depends on the state of the system, |x| = x s + x e . The load it generates in the streaming queue is proportional to
λspivi(x) Ri
, where we use to calculate equivalent, R s . As we mentioned, system is approximated as the one carrying only two equivalent classes of adaptive streaming and elastic traffic and their flow departures are calculated aŝ
where x = (x e , x s ) denotes the number of elastic and streaming flows and the allocated resources for elastic and streaming are expressed asφ e (x) = Re xe+xs ,φ s (x) =
Rs(x) xe+xs
with equivalent physical throughput
Moreover, α i (x) is calculated by Eq. (14) as
With the flow departure rate mentioned above and flow arrival rate shown as λ e = p e λ and λ s = p s λ, the approximated stationary distribution ofπ(x) can be obtained using the same concept of balance equations shown in Eq. (15) . However, the complexity of two classes is much lower. Note that the stability condition of this approximation is same as Eq. (16) and that this approximation also holds when applying opportunistic scheduling; it is thus sufficient to multiply the throughput by the state dependent scheduling gain G(|x|).
B. KPIs definition
As of the approximated performance metrics, the mean video bit rate,v s , the deficit rate,D s and the buffer surplus, B s for adaptive streaming traffic and the mean throughput for elastic traffic,γ e , can be computed with the newly calculated stationary distributionπ(x) aŝ
and
represents the fraction of load volume of class-i streaming users when there are totally x users in the system. In addition,x s = x:xs>0 x sπ (x) andx e = x:xe>0 x eπ (x) stand for the average number of streaming and elastic calls in the cell. It is also worth of mentioning that the approximation model can also predict all the metrics for each R i , but we did not put it here as of the page limit.
V. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS In our numerical analysis, we first begin by validating the proposed approximation model, showing that the streaming and elastic performance with heterogeneous radio conditions can be accurately modeled by two classes. We second illustrate how to user our model for network dimensioning and study the impact of the video bit rate limitation on the performance.
A. Validation of the approximation
In order that the exact model be tractable, we consider two radio conditions only representing the cell center and the cell edge respectively. Therefore, there are four classes for the general model and two for the approximated model. Then we examined the performance of approximated model by setting the parameters as (R C , R E ) = (10, 4)Mbps, (p C , p E ) = ( 
B. System dimensioning
Based on the results, operators can obtain the proper traffic intensity by setting certaines QoS constraints, which might be any combination of performance metrics we defined. Take the B > 0 as an example of QoS constraint in Fig.2c , the traffic intensity should be lower than 0.655 * 1.22 = 0.8 users/s. Otherwise, the average buffer surplus is smaller than zero, meaning the starvation events happen very often. Likewise, more QoS constraints can be considered together.
C. Performance trade-offs of v max configuration
After having validated the approximation using a simple radio model, we use it in the following combined with realistic radio conditions based on measurement data from a 4G network in a large European city, with an average cell radius of 350 meters. The concerned frequency band is LTE 1800 MHZ. Figure 3 shows the measured probability distribution function of the Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) obtained from base station measurements collected using an O&M tool. Each CQI is associate to an MCS, determining its spectral efficiency. Using the CQI-MCS association figures of [17] and considering a bandwidth of 10 MHZ, the corresponding harmonic capacity of an LTE cell is computed as equal to R e = 16.82 Mbps. Other traffic-related parameters are configured as T = 20s, σ = 5Mbits and v min = 0.5Mbps. Based on the stability condition, we have the λ max = 2.189 users/s. As of the opportunistic scheduling gain, we make use of the scheduling gain calculated in [18] for a MIMO 2 × 2 LTE system and an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel and that converges to G(∞) = 1.7 starting from a number of active uses in the LTE cell equal to 15.
In Fig. 4 , four performance metrics are shown with different v max configurations. It can be observed that when v max increases,v s and D s increases, but B s andγ e decreases, meaning that in the case of v min = 0.5Mbps, decreasing v max can benefitv s , D s and B s regardless of the trade-offs ofγ e reduction. We can also observe that the deficit rate is not highly influenced when v max is large. Therefore, we believe that buffer surplus has more information than deficit rate which better represents the startvation performance of streaming users.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we develop a flow-level model to describe the performance of adaptive streaming in wireless mobile networks carrying the effects of elastic traffic loads. We propose an approximation model which reduces the complexity of solving system metrics with heterogeneous conditions and the numerical analysis validates that the approximation works well. Several different metrics, mean video bit rate, deficit rate, buffer surplus and elastic mean throughput are taken as the main KPIs and the performance with different configurations are shown. It is shown that good buffer surplus and mean elastic throughput can be obtained by properly controlling the maximum video bit rate. In the future works, the impacts of other system parameters such as chunk size and buffer size are needed to be examined.
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